Hello and welcome back to Term 3 – the year is positively flying past.

This term students will be studying Ancient History and the great civilisations of Rome, Egypt, Greece, India and China. We are planning an excursion to the museum to visit a real mummy as well as other ancient treasures.

In Science we are studying Physical Sciences and learning about things like gravity, friction, inertia and force. We are looking forward to conducting lots of fun experiments to demonstrate these forces.

For writing we are examining reviews and learning how to construct a review using the correct structure and using appropriate adjectives. All class members will be constructing and sharing a review of a game such as a video game, board game or playground game.

In art with Ms Glasper students are making lanterns which will be used to decorate the library for book week. The theme this year is Light Up Your World.

In PE Mr Nguyen is teaching students skills for volleyball and badminton. The students are enjoying this immensely already.

In drama with Miss Poppy the focus is on representing emotions through dance.

Our spelling program continues with words their way and numeracy sessions with a focus on problem solving occur for an hour each day.

We have just begun our class novel Stargirl which is promising so far (although the title and bright pink jacket made some of boys a bit doubtful). This term we are focussing on developing expression while reading aloud.

Extra curricular activities this term include Choir (with the practice at Magic Millions performance happening in just a few weeks). Kidpreneur continues with Miss Debbie. Groups are making keyrings and jewellery. Enterprise and SAT with Mr Hart continue to meet on Fridays.

All in all we have a super busy term ahead of us!

If at any time you would like to contact me please feel free to email me at elissa.grierson324schools.sa.edu.au or call the school.